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Racimo Cowl 1 

Pattern uses Manos 

Alegria 

Shown in #9453 

Macachines 

Other suggested colours to 

choose from: 

 

See www.roosteryarns.com 

for more colours in Manos 

Alegria  
AL9537 Atlantico AL9452 Candome AL9862 Jacaranda 

http://www.roosteryarns.com/


 

 

SIZE  

Finished Length: 90cm / 35.5in, laid flat, before sewing  

Width: 24cm / 9in 

 

MATERIALS  

Manos Del Uruguay Alegria (75% Superwash Merino / 

25% Polyamide), 425m/445yds per 100g),  

1 x 100g hank 

Shown in #9453 Macachines 

5mm (US #8) or size to obtain tension 

Tapestry needle 

 

TENSION 

36 sts by 22 rows in 10cm square in Quilted Cross Stitch 

pattern, relaxed after blocking 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BO: bind off / cast off 

CO: cast on  

k: knit 

kfb: knit into the front and the back  

rep: repeat 

RS: right side  

p: purl 

sl: slip 

st(s): stitch(es)  

WS: wrong side 

wyib: with yarn in back 

 

NOTES 

Cowl is knit flat and seamed.

STITCH GUIDE 

Quilted Cross Stitch (multiple of 4 sts plus 1) 

Row 1 (WS): K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end of row. 

Row 2 (RS): P1, * sl 1 knitwise wyib, kfb into next st, k1, 

then pass the sl-st over the last 3 sts made; p1; rep from 

* to end of row. 

Row 3: K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end of row. 

Row 4: P1, k1, p1, * sl 1 knitwise wyib, kfb into next st, 

k1, then pass the sl-st over the last 3 sts made; p1; rep 

from * to last 2 sts; end k1, p1. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Using the Long Tail Method CO 85 sts, leaving a 56cm / 

22in tail for seaming. 

 

Work rows 1–4 of Quilted Cross Stitch pattern until work 

measures approximately 35½”, ending after row 2 or 4. 

BO all sts knitwise. Cut yarn, leaving a 22” tail for 

seaming. 

 

FINISHING 

Lightly block cowl. Lay cowl flat with WS facing so the 

long edges of the rectangle are horizontal, with the cast-

on edge on the left-hand side and bound-off edge on the 

right-hand side. Fold left edge down at a 45 degree 

angle so WS’s touch and RS of left corner is facing up. 

Fold right edge over left edge in the same manner so 

that bottommost point of right edge overlaps with 

bottommost point of left edge (see diagram). Pin in 

place then using attached tail sew bound-off edge to 

outside edge of cowl with mattress stitch or back- 

stitch. Sew cast-on edge to underside of cowl. Weave in 

any remaining yarn ends. 
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